The new building has attracted more than four times the number of visitors compared with the old buildings It was the Loma Prieta earthquake in 1989 that determined the academy's need for a new building. Some of the old buildings were badly damaged by the earthquake. Since then, some of the old buildings in the Golden Gate Park have been restored while new buildings, such as the De Young Museum, have been added to the site. The new academy has also had to meet tough regulations in the event of a future earthquake.
And the new academy building has proved an instant crowd pleaser. Its clear glazed walls reveal some of the attractions inside, notably the two great spheres of its planetarium and artificial rainforest. The dramatic four-storey rainforest offers a vertical journey through four different rainforest habitats. From outside the building, its design means that you can see straight through to the park from almost any angle.
From its opening at the end of September until early November, the new building has attracted more than four times the number of visitors, compared with the old buildings when they were last open over the same period in 2003, says Michael Ng, a spokesperson for the academy. And a new space where researchers at work can be observed by visitors behind a glass screen has proved very popular with the public, he says. "And many of the scientists enjoy the experience too."
The new academy is one of ten pilot 'green building' projects of the San Francisco department of the environment, part of an initiative to develop models for workable, sustainable public architecture. Natural history is not very natural: rather, it refers to centuries-worth of human activity to understand the plants and animals in environments around the world. Some of the earliest evidence comprises cave and rock paintings, like those recently described in northern Australia, which depict species local people found around them. While many indigenous people to this day hold detailed knowledge of the range of species and their location in their environment without records, many other societies have created a range of written descriptions, illustrations and preserved specimens of the species they encountered.
But much is now in peril, with growing human demands on resources leading to the decline of many species and the threat of climate change which already appears to be influencing some species' distribution and lifecycle timings. For conservationists, the importance of historical records and samples of species are becoming ever more important. And some records, too, have been the spur to conservation efforts. John James Audubon, the flamboyant creator of Birds of America, a collection of 435 life-size prints published in the early nineteenth century, is still considered as a standard by which other works are considered. And Audubon's work spawned the Audubon Society, which used his name to inspire the organisation's work to protect birds and their habitats.
So a new volume just published by the Linnean Society of London provides a timely and invaluable resource for many researchers. The History of Natural History is an essential source of information for scientists and researchers as well as everyone interested in the historical importance of natural history collections. The book, an annotated bibliography, is the only one to encompass the entire subject area, providing a unique key to information sources for this subject.
The new edition revises and substantially updates the first A new book attempts to catalogue the world's wealth of natural history collections. Nigel Williams reports.
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conservation measures and the sustainable use of biodiversity.
The society is the custodian of Linnaeus' original library and collections and is creating a digital archive, enabling full global access. While such moves are occurring with many collections, the value of the new book is the listing of many much less well-known collections, which will not, in the near future, be available electronically. And while well-known people, such as Audubon, are well represented, many much lesser-known naturalists feature in Bridson's book.
Charlotte Tancin, librarian at the Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation at Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, welcomes the new volume. She notes that researchers increasingly look online for what they want and often don't delve further. The new book "is organised for maximum usability to reduce the likelihood that researchers will miss relevant works," she says.
Bridson died at the beginning of the year before the volume was published. The first edition took nine years of work and was published in 1994 and Bridson worked from then on to produce the greatly expanded new volume. Gren Lucas, treasurer of the Linnean Society said that the book would be "a most fitting memorial to a life spent in the service of natural history worldwide". edition written by Linnean Society bibliographer Gavin Bridson, with an additional 5,300 references. It provides a comprehensive catalogue of more than 1,100 pages of source information including: collected biographies of naturalists and natural history artists, key library resources and catalogues; core bibliographies for the history of natural history, exploration, voyages and travel; resources for the history of botany and zoology; and references for natural history illustrations featuring many highlights from the Linnean Society's collections.
Bridson was spurred to create the more extensive new edition following plaudits for the first volume. Science historian Janet Browne at Harvard University wrote: this "volume has just about everything a historian of natural history could want in the reference line".
It is particularly fitting that the Linnean Society has backed this work, as Carl Linnaeus is seen as the person who had the most impact on taxonomy and brought some order to the human cataloguing of the natural world. His binomial system for naming, ranking, and classifying organisms is still in wide use following its eighteenthcentury introduction. The system today provides the fundamental framework for knowledge of the world's species that has proved crucial for effective How did you get started in science? I have to admit to a series of accidents. I enjoyed all of the sciences in school but I had the example of my mother, who was a high school math teacher and worked much too hard for little reward. I feared that a career in science meant teaching high school. The first accident was a television film that I watched at home, a PR effort made by Princeton showing what research undergraduates could do.
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